CONTACT A REPRESENTATIVE T ODAY:

What do I really know about Gold?
What about the life of paper money’s
value?

TDD INVESTMENT

We can print limitless amounts of
money at our deficit’s expense,
whereas gold and precious metals
are natural resources and we can
mine only a limited amount of in a
given span of time therefore
increasing its value.

Building a Better World Starting Today

Investing In Gold &
Precious Metals

Determine your goals
and develop a plan

Investment Solutions

 For extra protection against risk, set aside
a larger percentage of your portfolio to
physically acquire ownership of gold and
precious metals in the form of bullion, bars
or coins
 Enjoy a reasonably safe way to reap the
benefits associated with the world’s
oldest, most reliable form of currency
 Begin by diversifying and consider to
sample by placing 10% into gold
 T rading in the form of buying and selling
weekly to realize quick profits
 Establishing relationships and investing in
mines has its rewards

GOLD AVERAGE PERFORMANCE CHART
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Indicators point to buying and holding gold for
long term now in the form of paper and metal

www.TheDiamondDistrict.org
info@TDDInvestments.com
Building a Better World Starting Today

Celebrating 30 Years

Physical Gold is immune to the effect of inflation

TDD Investments Worldwide Allies
 Cameroon
 Ghana
 Central African Republic
 Kenya
 Democratic Republic of Congo  South Africa
 You might fear that investing in gold and precious
metals is somewhat unusual and will be difficult to
get involved.
 To the contrary, it is incredibly simple!
 Gold and silver are easily transferable into cash
 Buying physical gold and silver is much easier than
many other traditional types of investments and is
becoming increasingly easier to monitor because
you can compare live prices online.

 In the event of the dollar
collapsing, Gold & Silver
coins may become the
only acceptable currency

 Diversify Investments
 Education Planning
 Asset Accumulation
 Security Planning
 Asset Allocation
 Trade Tracking
 Income Taxes
 Prospectus
 Disability

 Your money might be FDIC
insured, but if it is wiped
out of the bank’s computer
system, it never existed.
 Examine the Opportunities
Visit Precious Metal
websites
 Observe their three week
performance records

Comprehensive Financial Consulting Services
TDD maintains extensive
international business
Whether you are an
strategy experience and the
investor, trader or curious
ability to connect with
speculator or think investing people across multiple
is not for you, your only form cultures and environments.
of insurance may be in gold
and silver coins as it may
become the only acceptable
currency in the event that
the dollar collapses.

MY INVESTING STYLE

Start adding to your portfolio
with a 5% investment in
metals and check its
performance over a six
month period.

REALIZING YOUR DREAMS

Our relations with gold
vendors and producers also
provide gold in its natural
form, where we can maximize
your profit.

In 1997 Warren Buffet
recognized the value of
silver and purchased 130
million ounces at $4.41 per
ounce totaling $572 million. Many of our main suppliers
produce a minimum of
Today silver is trading at
$30.98 per ounce bringing 3000 Kilos per month and
therefore providing us to
Mr. Buffet’s silver value to
supply industry standards
$4.02 billion.
and fulfill orders of any size.

TDD’s whole organization’s
focus has been founded on
doing what we do best:
bringing two worlds together
through the means of
connecting people to people;
Heads of States, business
developers and investors,
corporate sponsorship and
import/export companies
providing new innovative
ways for buyers and sellers to
operate more effectively and
giving them global exposure
and opportunities with
natural resources stimulating
growth.

WORLD TRENDS
Most countries are currently
setting up factories in China,
thanks to an inexpensive
workforce. Because of this
and other factors, China is
rich. World reports note that
people living in China
annually put 10 to 30 percent
of their savings into gold.

While the U.S. and Europe
are still under pressure to
keep their fiat currency
alive, other parts of the
world are taking
advantage of all the gold
that is currently being sold.
Chinese leaders have the
notion that history repeats
itself and are buying large
amounts of gold at
alarming rates while
converting some of their
liquid wealth into gold.

DIVERSIFY FUNDS
Do not put all your money
in one place, you may wish
to own some physical and
some paper gold.
Most financial advisors will
suggest that you put no
more than ten percent of
your portfolio into gold in
the event of financial crisis.
Knowledge is the key and
we are here to educate.

SECURING YOUR FUTURE
By starting to take control of
your future, it will be wise to
place a lucrative, yet
comfortable portion to
demonstrate and compare
your investment in Gold with
your other instruments.
“A 10% return every three
weeks, as a sample, would
mean a 100% return in 30
weeks. “ W all Street Advisor

 Investment Process
Visit the location of the
product
 Meet directly with the
supply principals
 Place an initial order
 Build a comparison list of
portfolio performance
 Reinvest in higher values
realize greater returns

A figure that no other trade
can guarantee or generate in
any industry!

YOUR FIRST STEP
Contact our office and speak
with our representatives to
determine your needs and
goals.
Let us structure a program
that best suits your goal.
We are that bridge between
Africa and the World!

FREE
Financial Consultation

